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PUBLICATIONS
LIARS SERIES #1 The Truth App, 2018
THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF
COSENTINO SERIES:
The Lost Treasure, 2018
Rabbit Rescue, 2018
The Missing Ace, 2017
MINUTES OF DANGER SERIES:
500 Minutes of Danger, 2017
400 Minutes of Danger, 2016
300 Minutes of Danger, 2015
COUNTDOWN TO DANGER SERIES:
Deadly Heist, 2017
Shockwave, 2016
Bullet Train Disaster, 2016
SCREAM SERIES:
The Human Flytrap, 2015
The Spider Army, 2015
The Haunted Book, 2015
The Squid Slayer, 2015

Jack Heath is the best-selling author of more than 20 actionpacked books for kids aged 6-14. He fell in love with books in
primary school, when an ear infection left him unable to do
much other than read. In high school he was frustrated by the
slow pace and lack of excitement in most teenage fiction, so
he started writing his own novel. It was picked out of a slush
pile and published while he was still a teenager, and it soon
became an international success. Since then Jack's work has
been translated into several languages, shortlisted for many
awards and optioned for film and television. His novels—and
his enthusiastic presentations at schools and festivals—have
gotten thousands of kids hooked on reading.
In the course of his research, Jack has toured morgues and
prisons, performed as a street magician and travelled through
11 countries, including Russia. His previous day jobs—in
which he met many interesting characters—include fry cook,
music teacher, TV salesman, call centre worker and most fun
of all, bookseller. He lives on the land of the Ngunnawal
people in Canberra, Australia.

REVIEWS
‘400 Minutes of Danger is the eighth adventure-focused novel
by Heath to share the theme of danger and resilience. Wellknown for his Scream series, Heath’s other edgy novels – the
Countdown to Danger series, and 300 Minutes of Danger are
brilliantly structured to propel the reader towards the often
unlikely climax of each dire situation.’
Reviewed by Jennifer Mors, Reading Time

AWARDS
300 Minutes of Danger CBCA Book of the Year: Younger
Readers 2016 Notable

LINKS
Series trailer and website:
scholastic.com.au/liars
jackheath.com.au
twitter.com/jackheathwriter
facebook.com/jackheathwriter
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